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Are there evidences for Noah’s Flood?
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Since Woolley (1931) claimed to have found the deposits of the great deluge
during his excavations at Ur, evidence for Noah’s Flood has been discussed
heatedly. Lately, this debate has been revitalized (Tollmann and Tollmann
1993; Ryan and Pitman 1998; Teller et al. 2000; see special box). Palaeogeo-
graphic research in southern Mesopotamia may well contribute to this topic.
From the corings so far carried out at Uruk there are two choices to detect
deposits of such a mega-catastrophe:

• A super-flood event may be “hidden” in the alluvial plain deposits be-
tween the top of the dunes and the swamp. Future research must study
this sedimentary unit more in detail under this aspect.

• Another candidate is the layer (or part of it) of silty fine sand void of ar-
tifacts between 9.55 and 6.25m b. s. of coring Uruk 2. Intercalated small
loamy lenses indicate a water-borne origin. The stratigraphy equals the
one at Ur described by Woolley (1931).

After the dating of the corings at Uruk, these layers must be compared with
extraordinary flood deposits described from several other tells of Mesopota-
mia.
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Exkursus on Noah’s Flood
Gilgamesh is the legendary king of Uruk. His epic tells, among others, the
story of a great deluge. Many parallels to Noah’s Flood (Genesis 6–8) are
evident. Therefore, palaeogeographic research in Uruk may contribute to
the ongoing debate on this topic. The geoscientific perspective focuses on
four possible scenarios for the explanation of the Genesis Flood:

• Transgression of the Persian Gulf : Due to deglaciation at the end of
thePleistocene, sea level rose fromc. -125maround 18,000 years ago
to its present level around 6,000 years ago. Since the Persian Gulf is a
shallow shelf sea this transgression caused enormous floodings in a
relatively short time. This must have affected nearshore Neolithic
civilizations considerably (see Sarnthein 1972; Teller et al. 2000).
The experience of the permanent landward shift in the shoreline and
the massive flooding of vast areas was later condensed in the legend
of one world-devastating flood.

• Counter argument: The transgression lasted many human genera-
tions. People could still shift their dwelling places accordingly. It is
therefore unlikely that this is the essence of the Genesis Flood which
reflects a unique single event.

• Cosmic impact: Ten years ago, A. Tollmann, professor emeritus of
geology at the University of Vienna, published this hypothesis (Toll-
mann and Tollmann 1993): 9,545 years ago, a comet hit the Earth.
Shortly before the impact it broke up in seven pieces which fell
into the oceans, thus triggering worldwide tsunami waves. This
would well explain why many peoples have a saga of a once world-
devastating flood. The geologic background for this scenario is the
cosmic impact at the Cretaceous/Tertiary boundary which termi-
nated the Mesozoic Era.

• Counter argument: Definite geologic evidence is still missing. It will
be nearly impossible to detect any remains on the ocean floor, and—
even if so—to date their synchronous impact. The minor traces on
land are not convincing.
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• Flooding of the Black Sea: During the Holocene transgression the ris-
ing level of the Mediterranean Sea surpassed the sill of the Bospho-
rus 7,600 years ago. The sudden catastrophic flooding caused a
tremendous rise of the Black Sea level which had by then sunk to
-150m. The survivors of the deluge fled in all directions, carrying
the memory of this horrible experience with them (Ryan and Pitman
1998).

• Counter argument: The bathymetry at the exit of the Bosphorus into
the Black Sea does not support the idea of a catastrophic inflow. Re-
cently, a submarine alluvial fan was discovered at the exit of the
Bosphorus into the Marmara Sea, indicating a waterflow in the op-
posite direction to that postulated by Ryan and Pitman. The eth-
nological scenario of the authors has no archaeological or historical
background.

• Flood layers in tells: The search for flood deposits within the settle-
ment hills was triggered by Sir C. Leonard Woolley’s excavations at
Ur south of Uruk in the 1920’s. Woolley (1931) ascribed a more than
2.5m thick homogeneous loam void of artifacts to Noah’s Flood. Be-
low this layer are traces of an early civilizationwhichhad been buried
by a great flood. The hanging layers were those of the pure Sume-
rian civilizations. Systematic search has shown that other tells in
middle and southern Mesopotamia, e. g. Kish (Tell al-Uhaimir) and
Shuruppak (Tell Fara), also have layers which may be interpreted as
deposits of a great flood.

• Counter argument: There are many open questions: Are these syn-
chronous layers? Do they originate from a catastrophic event? Does
their deposition reflect a sudden accumulation?

Synopsis: From the present point of view, the last scenario is the most
reasonable geoscientific explanation. It seems thatMesopotamiawas sub-
ject to a mega-flood around 2900BC. It is noteworthy that the first prosaic
texts that came to us are in cuneiform lettering and date from the late 4th
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millenniumBC. It is quite possible that theGilgameshEpic and theBiblical
Flood story originally draw their essence from the same (written?) source.
A unique rise in the water table of the Euphrates and Tigris, e. g. caused by
extraordinary and long-lasting rains in their source area, plus a southern
wind blocking the drainage into the Persian Gulf, may have drowned the
extremely flat central and southern Mesopotamia completely.
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